Presented by...

… Because its all in your mind

TESTIMONIALS
“People keep stopping me in the hall
to say, "Great training!" and "I tried
it last weekend and it really
worked!"

$159 / $99 SAVE $60
Lowest Price Ever!
Location/Registration: www.MtDiabloASTD.org

Improve Your Productivity by
Improving Your Memory!
4-Hour Workshop

“Maximizing Your
Memory”

Arthur Starkovich,
PR Director, SMUD
“Michael Green’s presentation was
not only educational and enlightening, but also quite entertaining! He
has a true skill at engaging his target
audience while effectively conveying
critical points.”
Eric Hassid, Chief of Neurology,
Sutter West Medical Group
“Our members found Michael’s
presentation engaging, fun and entertaining! I think this comment
from one participant sums it up —
‘Interactive! Great speaker who
walked the talk!’”
Kathleen Barton, Director of Programs, ASTD Sacramento
“Michael, your speaking style is compelling and dynamic. You kept everyone engaged and interested, not
an easy task with an audience of 90
people.”
Karen Doron, Director
Sacramento County Airport System

Memory Spring

Tuesday, August

4:30

—

13 th

8:30

Crow Canyon Country Club
Improve Your Memory—Improve Your Life!
Every day we are inundated with an increasing amount of information that impacts our lives. Unfortunately, most of us haven't developed the memory skills to retain and internalize the information.
Overwhelmed, we end up retaining less than 10% of the information we receive. Consequently, we struggle, lose valuable information, and miss key opportunities.
This high-energy session is a great opportunity for you to enhance
your memory skills and the quality of your life. Within this dynamic
session you will:






Test your current memory
Learn memory keys & influencers
Learn various memory techniques
Learn to remember faces and names
Have Fun!

140 B Street
Suite 5-354
Davis, CA 95616

Michael Green is the president and founder of Memory
Spring, a company dedicated to being the leader in enhancing people’s memories. Company’s such as Gannett, SMUD, Sacramento County Airport System, UC
Davis Medical Center, Sierra Health, Xerox, and others
have benefited from Michael’s sessions.

Phone: 530– 297-6464
Email: info@memoryspring.com

Michael’s sessions are filled with useful tools that you
can use immediately. In addition, his sessions are dynamic, fast-paced, and fun!

